Look guys, how this works, is not by flowers, love and tolerance, but by sheer spiritual force. Everyone knows this. If these matters were to be solved by understanding and logic with the enemy, and if they possessed such abilities, we wouldn't be fighting for the existence of our cultures and biological existence since forever.

The enemy, whether they like it or not, they will have to succumb to our brute spiritual force that is coming from our side. The jews have tried to rally for centuries energy through their secret plots, and they spat humanity in the face, mainly because, there were no spiritual people to do anything about this. Any crimes they did, they did through proxy people, their goyim servants, and other fools who were oblivious to the running of their agenda. This category of useful idiots is getting reduced day by day.

This is not the case today of a lot of supply as it were before humans knew more. As for the excrement who claim to be spiritual 'leaders' in this world, and tolerate pedophilic rape, incessant bastardization and turning humans into living mules, kiss ass to the jews who have an agenda to ruin the planet, and feast on the spiritual lack of knowledge of the unknowing populace, these people are trash. We are replacing these people right now with people who have morals, and who will really have to answer to higher powers if they are in error, to a God that exists, and who will destroy those who misuse these powers handed down by them to bring useless perils into this world. Namely Satan and his people.

The jews are a traitorous, and cowardly race of weak aliens. When people in history used to chase them by the sword, they laid their head down, they never fought, they never sacrificed anything, and all they do is write hollywood scripts about heroism they have never possessed. They have worked through complex and cunning structures to enslave other people, as opposed to dominance by superiority, by the sword, or by the intellect. The jew has had only cunning.

There is something however the jew could never muster, and that is intelligence, coupled with brute force in one way or another. This is why these are the two powers they are trying to suppress. Intelligence, this they destroy with bastardization, and knowledge as it relates directly to such, they try to shroud with lies and with direct removal, while brute force they try to remove by forced effeminate, misdirection, and cuckoldization of their enemies.
As the situation goes with the enemy, our side, thanks to our efforts, will bend the enemy to the knee. And truly their downfall will not come directly from simple external forces, but in how these reptilians will fail to deal with such forces. The jews are incapable to lead. They never build anything more than a hut without gentile slaves doing it for them. They have tried to brainwash the whole of mankind into thinking they are a special chosen dipshit gathering, but they are universal trash.

When their mothership spat them from its shitty exhaust, they didn't even have a homeland, they were moving around like ants in a foreign planet, occasionally getting paranoia, and going to the advanced civilizations and seeing what they never could have made. Their alien hive just told them that if they are good dogs to them, they will give them this planet as a planet of slaves, and a stolen country in which they will live. And of course, the rats without other choice, they started acting their inner character, chewing down empires like termites in order to appease their alien overlords.

This filled their greedy rat souls with more resolve to consume these, to destroy these, and to ruin them, simply because they themselves were a piece of shit. As jews have admitted their race is a race of destroyers. Since then their so-called history is how these useless beings have sicced on the back of every gentile race, draining their blood, stealing their wealth, abusing them, and based on their fairytales, ending their empires.

They are the lowest of the low in every way possible. Their only edge over their enemies is that they abuse spiritual knowledge, which is of course, coming to an end.

In the end of the jewish reign, the jew will take the dagger and pluck the eye out of the other jew, revealing themselves to be a traitorous bunch. This is the main theme of the bible as well, half of it is blessings over the jews to stop the feuds these reptilian species are pulling on one another, because they are vicious as fuck, and natural destroyers. However, the RTR's prevent all such protection, and add millions of holes into an already sinking ship, which the enemy cannot fix. They will ultimately drown.

Hell, the jews are so paranoid, all their life they are trying to appease a megalomaniac, paranoid murderer, that they call "God", in order to escape his so-called "Wrath". Which will be delivered to them if they fail their mission. So since they are failing, their so-called "God" or the aliens they serve, also hate them more and more. Soon they will beg on their knees and find themselves massacred in the middle?
The jew is a destructive element and by turning their own force against them, they get destroyed.

At the certain point in time, the jew holds both the position of the criminal, the judge, the king and the judiciary. But guess what happens when there is an angry mob, a jewish criminal rapist, a king afraid of their ruled, and the judiciary knows they will be beheaded if they do not pass a proper judgment? They are in a situation where they must put someone in the fire in order to survive. This process is slowly beginning; just look what jews are doing to Zuckerberg right now, whom they have used so much to gain knowledge over billions of goyim.

There is one good thing about our enemies. They are shit on the inside. So no matter how much Mark Reptilian Zuckerberg is trying to act human, how many seminars he takes in order to feel more 'human', and however much "Logan Paul" tries to act emotional and caring, by pushing them with the RTR's, what kind of alien reptilians they are will manifest sooner or later.

The jews are a minority of alien species, in a hostile planet, and in a hostile world. Rabbi Laitman said they are here for a mission, to give this planet to their entities of their own home planet as a plantation. They forgot to put more of them on this planet. Because when all 99% of the population that is non-jewish finds out, nobody will want to wage wars, but everyone will want to take revenge from them for their actions.

The world, and the people, on the deepest level, they are with us. This is something they do not really understand yet, in the same way someone who is brainwashed doesn't understand an operation is done to save their life. All our fundamental ideas humanity, and anyone with a sane mind, will and does agree with.

As for the so-called "anti-Semitism", I can say, the striking majority of the people also agree with this. Some are afraid to speak, others do not know. The only one who doesn't agree is those either on payroll with the jews, those too weak and feeble and servile to the jews, and the last and biggest category of those who disagree are those who have not been exposed to the facts just yet. But as time goes and as the facts will become more and more blatant (such as how 3% of the USA population tries as we speak to massacre Syria and Start WW3 over unverified memes and hollywood gassings, to please the Cohenite Reptiles), everyone will start agreeing with us more and more. More and more, people will be alerted to the Truth.
We must steadfast in our spiritual and intellectual war and not deviate one inch from it. Through this path, humanity will be free.

HAIL SATAN!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666